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Intersentia author received award

Harry M. Rhea received the 2013 Roslyn Muraskin
Emerging Scholar Award
On 6 June 2013, Intersentia author Dr Harry M. Rhea was awarded the
Roslyn Muraskin Emerging Scholar Award by the Northeastern Association of
Criminal Justice Sciences. He received the award in recognition of
outstanding scholarly contributions to the advancement of criminal justice
within the first five years of his professional career.
Harry M. Rhea is Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice at Florida
International University. He is a former United States Marine and holds a
B.A. from Rutgers University, an M.S. from Saint Joseph’s University, and a
Ph.D. from the Irish Centre for Human Rights at the National University of
Ireland, Galway. His research focuses specifically on United States foreign
policy and international criminal justice.

Harry M. Rhea is the author of:
The United States and
International Criminal Tribunals
An Introduction
Harry M. Rhea
Supranational Criminal Law, volume 14
Sept. 2012 | ISBN 978-9-05095-954-4
xvi + 218 pp. | paperback
69 euro | 97 US dollar | 66 GB pound
Series price: 58.65 euro
82 US dollar | 56 GB pound

The relationship between the United States and international criminal
tribunals dates back to at least the First World War. Currently, there are
many anti-American criticisms throughout the international legal community
concerning the foreign relations policies of the United States, in particular,
its position on the International Criminal Court. Written by an emerging
scholar in the field of international criminal justice, this book considers over
150 years of United States policies on international criminal tribunals and
the prosecution of international crimes. Relying on archival research, Harry
M. Rhea demonstrates how the United States has remained consistent in
supporting all multinational and international criminal tribunals without
supporting the International Criminal Court.
‘Drawing upon archival sources that have not previously been studied by
scholars, Dr. Rhea explores the complex and seemingly contradictory

relationship of the United States and international justice. This is an
important contribution to our emerging understanding of the subject.’
William Schabas, Professor of international law, Middlesex University and
Professor of international criminal law and human rights, Leiden University
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